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Johnson Plastics was eager to Ò Get in the GameÓ  at this yearÕ s ARA International Awards Market Trade 
Show at the Las Vegas Convention Center in early March.  Ten Johnson Plastics employees were on site 
at our booth at the largest trade show in the industry, ready to show off our new products and chat with 
visitors and industry friends.

The annual event provided an excellent opportunity 
for ARA members to meet with hundreds of industry 
leaders in the awards and recognition arena, as well 
as machine and equipment manufacturers who 
help keep the industry running.  Attendees also took 
advantage of the many educational workshops and 
seminars during the show.

Competitions for members and suppliers kept the 
event lively and results were displayed for all to 
see.  A silent auction to benefit ARIEF, an education 
oundation that awards scholarships to deserving employees and family members of the Awards and 
Recognition Association, was also part of the annual event.

There was much for everyone to see.  The Johnson Plastics booth featured a number of new products 
for engraving and sublimation.  Our giant sublimated mural with a Las Vegas theme created lots of 
interest, especially when everyone realized it was made up of hundreds of small individual photos.  New 
featured products in the sublimation area of our booth included ChromaLuxe photo panels, Eco run-
ning shirts, new hats and gaiters, fleece products, photo slate, towels, eyeglass and cleaning cloth, iPad 
and iPhone cases and coffee sleeves.  Featured engraving products included the new DuraBlack laser 
markable aluminum, DigiMag vinyl magnetic sheeting, RowmarkÕ s DigiMark OSi print receptive acrylic 
sheet and the ColorHues cell cast acrylics, as well as IPIÕ s LaserTuff and LaserTuff Tex laser e n g r a v i n g 

plastics. (See additional articles inside.)

Johnson Plastics was excited to win first place with their “Uptown 
Expresso” themed New Product Showcase, second place in the 
Mega Booth contest, and second place with our Sublimation 
and Engraving catalogs.

We thank everyone at Johnson Plastics for their help in making 
the ARA Show such a success, and all of our customers and 
partners for your continued support.  Together we make a great 
team with a wonderful success story.

2012 ARA Las Vegas:
How Johnson Plastics Got In the Game

John Barker and Kevin Lumberg at the JP Booth. (ARA)John Barker and Kevin Lumberg at the JP Booth. (ARA)
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Check us out at www.johnsonplastics.com

MY STATUS REPORT ON 
OUR INDUSTRY

Johnson PLastics Launches New 
Easier-To-Use Website

Johnson Plastics recently launched a new website designed to make it easier than ever for 
you to find and order materials, supplies and equipment; see what’s on sale; and access the 
technical how-toÕ s and industry information you need to succeed.

Virtually everything we have to offer can be accessed by 
using simple, easy-to-find tabs and drop-down menus on the 
home page.  Tab categories include Sublimation, Engraving, 
Fabrication, News and Events, About Us, Catalogs, JP Forum 
and Start Shopping.  Scheduling information about upcoming 
Trade Shows, JP training and Webinars is also included.

The new website will be updated frequently and maintained 
regularly to keep it current and relevant for engravers and 
sublimators.  Check it often for product announcements, spe-
cial offers and rotating promotions.  Check out the new website at www.johnsonplastics.com.

Next time you need mug presses, remem-
ber, Johnson Plastics has two great options. 

The Mug King Mug Press (SUBMK100) pro-
duces incredible full color bleed from top 
to bottom with ease.  It comes with a 
unique, self-adapting heating pad that 
allows you to produce beautiful mugs with 
higher consistency.  This press can be used 
when decorating 11 and 15 oz. sublimation 
mugs, 20 and 22 oz. beer steins, and 15 
to 17 oz. aluminum or stainless steel water 
bottles.  Digital controls allow you to set the 
time and temperature with a touch of a 
button.  (See the Sublimation Special on the 
back page of this newsletter.) 

The Multifunction Mug Press (SUBMK200) is 
the newest addition to our press line.  This 
versatile heat press comes with four inter-
changeable heating elements that allow 
you to imprint all mugs ranging from our 
standard mugs to the 6 oz. espresso mug, 
22 oz. beer stein and cone-shaped mugs.

These durable, well-designed heat presses 
are all you need to start or add to your 
sublimation business, and turn simple mugs 
into works of art.  Check them out at www.
johnsonsplastics.com or call JP Customer 
Service.

The ARA Trade Show in Las Vegas always 
gives me a sense of whatÕ s going on in 
our industry. 

The first thing I noted this year was fewer 
exhibitors and attendees.  I think this 
reflects a maturing industry as some sup-
pliers, distributors and attending com-
panies grow stronger and more efficient 
while others who can’t compete go away.  

From an equipment perspective, there 
were a number of new and improved 
products.  This was particularly apparent 
in the sublimation area of the Johnson 
Plastics booths where we introduced new 
printers that continue to improve the 
technology.

Many of today’s technologies require 
suppliers support: open houses, training 
seminars, webinars, more comprehensive 
websites and the availability of personal-
ized tech service.  We at Johnson Plastics 
are proud to be a leader in this area and 
we were happy to participate in provid-
ing sublimation and engraving education 
and tech support to ARA show attendees.

Last but not least, there were many new 
materials at the show.  Visitors to our booth 
expressed a great deal of interest in the 
new sublimation substrates, as well as 
Rowmark’s DigiMark and ColorHues, IPI’s 
LaserTuff and Horizon’s DuraBlack engrav-
ing materials.

Overall, I came away feeling good about 
the continued vitality of our industry, even 
in the face of a slower economy.

Sublimation Mug Presses

New JP Catalogs Now Available
By now you should have received your new 
2012 JP Sublimation and/or Engraving Catalog 
in the mail.  If you have not received yours, 
just request one on-line or call our Customer 
Service Department and they will include one 
in your next order.  If you need more than one 
copy, feel free to ask for more.

Do take time to leaf through your catalog.  We 
have tried to mark new products with a “NEW” 
symbol so you wonÕ t miss them.  WeÕ ve fea-
tured many of them in articles in this newsletter.

You can access our catalogs online at www.
johnsonplastics.com. On-line versions without 
pricing or JP identification are available for your 
customers at www.engravingproducts.net and 
www.dyesublimationproducts.net. 

Expect Price Increases on Plastic 
Engraving Sheet Stock

Good news! The stock market is up and 
business in general seems to be on an 
up-tick.  Bad news!  The price of plastic 
is going up.  

Rowmark and IPI have informed us that 
the global supply chain for resin for our 
industry has become much tighter and 
appears to be shrinking.  They now lack 
the ability to pre-buy in an effort to stabi-
lize their costs.  At this point in time, they 
are preparing us for what they believe is 
ahead.  We are doing the same for you 
and recommend you be very careful in 
your order pricing for projects.

GOOD NEWS/BAD NEWS

Multifunction Mug Press

JP Home Page



Check us out at www.johnsonplastics.com

Congratulations to the following employees 
on their anniversaries at Johnson Plastics:

Paul Drew has reached the 25 year mark at 
JP, where he currently operates the rotary and 
laser engravers in our Minneapolis Fabrication 
Department.  Paul is married, has two children 
and enjoys camping and the great outdoors. 

Mike Johnson, COO, is celebrating 20 years 
at JP.  Mike is married, has two children and 
loves skiing, golf and life at the lake.

JP Introduces New Epson 
7700 Printer For Sublimation The printable sheet for the future is almost here! Thanks to technological advancements 

in small format digital printing, Rowmark is introducing DigiMark OSi, a new print receptive 
acrylic sheet.   

DigiMark OSi is a fabrication-friendly acrylic sheet mate-
rial engineered for direct digital printing without requiring 
any pre-printing surface modification techniques, such 
as corona treating, to improve adhesion. The new prod-
uct is available in 12” X 18” sheets to accommodate 
desktop UV/UV-LED ink-jet printers.    

Offered in mono- or two-ply, DigiMark OSi can also be 
laser or rotary engraved and/or vector cut.  It has many 
applications including personal identification, signage, 
point-of-purchase and advertising. 

DigiMark will be available in:
• Monolithic Matte White and Clear in 1-ply, 1/32” and 
1/16” inch thickness,
• 2-ply 1/16” Matte White will be available with a Red, Blue, Green or Black core, 
• 2-ply 1/16” with Brushed Stainless, Brushed Nickel, Brushed Copper or Brushed Gold, all with
  a Black core.

Watch for more about this product line in the coming months.

Rowmark to Introduce New Print Receptive DigiMark OSiTM

Johnson Plastics is pleased to introduce 
the new Epson Stylus Pro 7700, a 4-color 
professional-grade printer for sublimation.  
This printer is a logical upgrade for Epson 
4000/4800/4880 sublimators.  It has a similar 
overall cost as the other Epsons but prints 24” 
wide using rolls of paper.  

The new printer uses ink in a closed bulk 
ink cartridge delivery system developed by 
Sawgrass Technologies, which will significantly 
reduce the cost per print.   

With the option of a 24” width, this 4-color, 
5-cartridge sublimation configuration is an 
ideal choice for customers requiring high 
volume production, larger images or quality 
results.  The Sawgrass Technologies SubliJet 
E Professional high capacity sealed cartridg-
es deliver amazing color, reduced mainte-
nance, and easy changeover.

For a limited time Epson is offering a $750 
rebate when purchasing this printer.  The 
rebate offer, which is good through the end 
of April, makes our package price on the 
new Epson 7700 very attractive at just under 
$3,000 (including the rebate).

If you are in need of a high-performance sub-
limation printing solution, the Epson Stylus Pro 
7700 may be the printer for you.  Call one of 
our Sublimation Specialists at (800) 869-7800 
to discuss this or any of our other sublimation 
printer options.  We are always ready to help.

An Encounter with Nature!

Norma Monson, has achieved the 5-year mark in the Minneapolis 
Accounting Department.  Norma is married and has a daughter 
who also worked for JP before becoming a lawyer. 

A big Johnson Plastics welcome to our new warehouse   
employees:  Ryan Gasior in Minnesota, Jake Koelker in  
California and David Ciurus in Illinois.

Saul Morales is our new Spanish-speaking Customer Service 
Representative in Arizona.

We are delighted to have all of you on our team.

WELCOME...

John Barker, our trainer and seminar presenter, recently had a hair-raising experience.  Just 
minutes before he was to deliver his March webinar on Ó Packaging Sublimation Products for 
Profit,” his cats became very excited about something in the yard.  

Upon investigating he discovered they had cornered a very 
colorful snake.  John, who loved catching snakes as a kid, 
found a bucket, put the snake in, put a lid on it and set it 
beside his desk to be dealt with after the webinar. 

Webinar concluded John did some quick Internet research 
to find out what kind of snake he caught.  Whoa!!!  Quick, 
get some heavy books on top of that lid!  John had cap-
tured a Southern Copperhead, the most common source of 
venomous snakebites in the US.  

All is well.  The snake is gone; John won’t say where.  You 
didnÕ t receive an unusual package from JP did you?

ANNIVERSARIES...

Paul Drew

Mike Johnson



Johnson Plastics Locations:
Minneapolis, MN: 1/800/869-7800
Chicago Area: 1/800/869-7840  
Concord, CA: 1/800/869-7820
Dallas, TX: 1/800/869-7830
Columbus, OH: 1/800/869-7800
Atlanta, GA: 1/800/869-7870
Phoenix, AZ: 1/800/869-7887
Winston-Salem, NC: 1/800/334-0427

Toll-Free FAX: 1/800/869-7853
www.johnsonplastics.com
service@johnsonplastics.com
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STOCK UP NOW

and save ! !

HURRY! Spring Specials end May 31st!

SUBLIMATION SPECIAL

ENGRAVING SPECIAL

UPNOW
 save !  save !  save !  ! !  !

ENGRAVING SPECIAL

END 
QUANTITY 
PRICING - 
any quantity SPECIAL

  SAVE

$76

Rowmark FlexiBrass & FlexiColor
Flexible, lightweight, tough

IPI LaserTuff & LaserTuff Tex
Industrial grade, extremely flat

IPI Laser Metallic Brush
Reverse engravable

Mug King Mug Press

SPECIAL PRICE: $399 
(Reg. $475)

Buy now and save!

• Consistent, fast, easy to use
• Creates incredible full color 
   bleed from top to bottom
• Imprints on mugs, beer steins 
   and water bottles

Rowmark



Engraving Products Draw Big Crowds in Las Vegas
Las Vegas provided us with a wonderful opportunity to show off many of our new en-
graving products and we were delighted with the interest they generated.

DuraBlack from Horizon
We introduced DuraBlack prior to the Las Vegas show and featured it heavily in Las 
Vegas.  DuraBlack is a CO2 laser markable aluminum for durable, on-demand marking 
for harsh operating environments.  We displayed it for use in an Arboretum, an excellent 
example of an application requiring resistance to weather and sunlight, abrasion, high 
temperature, salt-spray and fluid/chemical exposure.

NOTE:  This product was mislabeled in our 2012 Catalog and did not receive the outdoor 
sun icon.  Be advised that it is suitable for outdoor applications and is UV stable and 
outdoor weatherable. 

New Additions from Rowmark 
We showcased the five new colors in RowmarkÕ s LaserMax line, including Ribbon Pink 
with a White or Black core.  This color is frequently requested for use with breast cancer 
fund raisers. (Ribbon Pink is also available in the Mattes and LaserMark lines.)  We also 
displayed ColorHues, RowmarkÕ s new cell cast acrylic.  This single-ply decorative sheet 
material comes in brilliant shades of color in translucent and opaque hues, and is suited 
as a signage component or substrate.

Special Hype for IPI 
We re-presented IPIÕ s Laser Tuff and Laser Tuff Tex lines, highlighting the industrial grade 
of the material and the flatness of the sheet.  Samples of the Laser Metallic Brush 
only reverse metallic material on the market ., were also displayed

Blue Chip News Extra - ARA Las Vegas

Fat-Mat Re-introduced
Finally, we re-introduced Fat-Mat, the economical Ò No Slip, No SlideÓ  hold down mat for 
your engraving table.  Fat-Mat secures flat non-porous materials such as plastic, brass, 
acrylic, marble, aluminum and more on engraving or lasering tables during the engrav-
ing process. It is the tapeless, clampless, and vacuumless way to secure your work piece, 
and eliminates sticky residue on engraving materials.  This 1/8Ó  thick single-sided product 
is now available for just $25 for the 12Ó  x 12Ó  size; $50 for the 12Ó  X 24Ó  size. 

We also continue to stock the Seklema Multi-Mat hold-down mat for those who need 
a double-sided mat. This premium mat has the same features as Fat-Mat, but offers a 
longer life with proper care (wiping with a soft sponge and water).  When desired, the 
Seklema can be turned over and the bottom will provide a fresh, new surface.  

Call Customer Service for more information about these products. 

New Products for Sublimation Generate Lots of Interest 
People came to see what was new in sublimation in Las Vegas, and Johnson Plastics 
had plenty to show them.

There was lots of interest in our new iPad and iPhone cases.  Made of neoprene with a 
black back and zipper, the iPad case measures 11.25Ó  X 8.75Ó  and has a white imprint 
area of 10.5Ó  X 8.25Ó .  Our iPhone cases feature a self-adhesive hard case in black or 
clear with a separate sublimatable white aluminum plate. No special equipment or jigs 
are required. With graduation almost upon us, the iPad and the iPhone cases will make 
wonderful gifts.

We will soon be offering a soft iPhone case.  Ask about it in the coming weeks when you 
call our office.

                                                                                                (continued on next page)       

DuraBlack

Pink ribbon/white  
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Johnson Plastics is pleased to offer a number of new products for sublimation 
from Vapor Apparel. Find them all in our 2012 Sublimation Catalog. 

New colors

WeÕ ve added several new colors to our existing Vapor lines, including the short 
sleeve Basic Performance T and the Micro Performance T in both long- and 
short-sleeve styles.

New Ò EcoÓ  shirts

Made from Ò RepreveÓ  yarn, which is composed of 100% recycled materials, 
VaporÕ s new Eco shirts have special stitching to retain their shape and are odor 
and microbical resistant.  Adult offerings include the Eco TeeÕ s running crew 
with short or long sleeves and Eco Performance Tee.  

Eco Performance PoloÕ s for adults feature tailored construction including set-in 
sleeves, fashion knit collar and 3-button placket.  Made of 50% regular polyes-
ter and 50% recycled fabric, they come in several colors.

For women we offer the LadyÕ s Eco Performance Polo and LadyÕ s Running V-
necks.  These have the same construction as the adult TeeÕ s using the Ò RepreveÓ  
100% recycled material.

See all our shirts on pages 25-34 in our 2012 Sublimation catalog.

New Vapor Fleece

Looking for unique gift ideas?  WeÕ re happy to offer several new Vapor Apparel 
fleece products including an Ear Warmer and Scarf (page 36), as well as a 
Baby Bib and Baby Blankets in two sizes (page 65).

Éa nd more.

The sublimatable Back Country Hat introduced by Vapor Apparel last year in 
Khaki is now also available in Blue.  We have also added VaporÕ s new Khaki 
Bucket Hat in three sizes, as well as a sublimatable Gaiter/Tube.  (2012 Subli-
mation Catalog page 35.)

These are  products your customers will be looking for.  Call Customer Service if 
you any have questions about these products.

New Products for Sublimation Generate Lots of Interest (continued)

Our new Photo Slate Tiles were very well-received.  Made from natural sedimentary 
stone 3/8Ó  thick, with chiseled beveled edges, this sublimatable substrate is de-
signed to frame and enhance full color photos.  Each piece comes with a black 
plastic stand and is individually presented in a fitted box.  Suitable for any desk, den 
or mantle display. 

We have added more sizes to our growing line of ChromaLuxe photo panels from 
Unisub in both white and silver aluminum.  And we now offer the new ChromaLuxe 
Creative Border photo panels and ornaments.  Use them individually or mix for a 
collage effect for home or office. 

For more information about any of these new products, check our 2012 Sublimation 
Catalog, visit our website or call Customer Service.

Blue Chip News Extra - ARA Las Vegas
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